Solving Square Jigsaw Puzzle by Hierarchical Loop Constraints.
We present a novel computational puzzle solver for square-piece image jigsaw puzzles with no prior information such as piece orientation or anchor pieces. By "piece" we mean a square $d$d x $d$d block of pixels, where we investigate pieces as small as 7 × 7 pixels. To reconstruct such challenging puzzles, we propose to find maximum geometric consensus between pieces, specifically hierarchical piece loops. The proposed algorithm seeks out loops of four pieces and aggregates the smaller loops into higher order "loops of loops" in a bottom-up fashion. In contrast to previous puzzle solvers which aim to maximize compatibility measures between all pairs of pieces and thus depend heavily on the pairwise compatibility measures used, our approach reduces the dependency on the pairwise compatibility measures which become increasingly uninformative for small scales and instead exploits geometric agreement among pieces. Our contribution also includes an improved pairwise compatibility measure which exploits directional derivative information along adjoining boundaries of the pieces. We verify the proposed algorithm as well as its individual components with mathematical analysis and reconstruction experiments.